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       - THE PIANO ROLLS AND REPRODUCING PIANOS, PIANOLAS,
 THEIR TRUE STORY & HISTORY
        - CONTROVERSY & MECHANICAL/
TECHNICAL EXPLANATIONS OF THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND THE MAGIC

The Book on Reproducing Piano

========================================================================================

                       By Pianola Maestro: Jan Lubek
                     

        I am into the history of the reproducing pianos, piano rolls 
and pianolas. I'd like to a set a few things straight... 
There is so much confusion everywhere. It's time to get away from it all.
There are confilcting stories on piano rolls and reproducing pianos,
those things need to be straightened out.
Reproducing pianos are miraculous invention, they can paint a most vivid
portrait of the artist's performance. They bring back to live an artist itself.

       Here you will find out what you need to know about real reproducing piano 
music, that's what I want to have, top quality music by top artists from the
original reproducing piano rolls masters - only. I'd like to release
top quality cd's as authentic as possible. And there are other plans as well...
After that, I'd like to organize a concert tour with reproducing rolls,
as if the original masters were playing there LIVE. As authentic as possible.
I've read lots of or shall I say loads of articles, stories in regards
to pianolas, rolls, pneumatic driven reproducing pianos, rep. pianos driven by
solenoids & electrical power, MIDI Disklavier, PianoDisk reproducing pianos, 
etc... For most reproducing pianos 88 keyboards came out after 1910!
The 88 keys grand pianos were already available in 1905. 
Vertical ones came out in 1904 or much earlier by Chickering & Sons.
But the key arrangement as we knot it today from F to A seven and a quarter
octave was different, it was A to C seven & a quarter ever since 1870 by Chickering.

               Buffalo was an important city at the turn of the century, it had 
electricity all around. By 1904 many cities (Buffalo) with wealthy residents had the 
latest "gadgets" and electricity was one of them! In mid 1960's, B-Sendorfer 
creates the imperial grand with C below the usual A, reaching 97 keys. But it's 
hard to find an exact answer when these early changes occured. 
I know 88 baby piano grands came around 1904. 1897 was the beginning
of piano rolls era but it was not before early 1899 that
piano rolls became available in stores. In February 1899 pianola was
reported as the latest & best etertainer. It was advertised that
Pianola from Lyon & Healy's supposedly played any piano & anyone could
play pianola, everyone could play all the great music. 
It played with the utmost expression but that's BS.

       I did not see any piano rolls by a famous pianist in any form, 
(including digitally transfered or turned into MIDI) before 1898. 
The 65 keys pianola roll was made in 1897 but introduced in 1898; 
73 keys came in 1899 and to my surprise no 88 note reproducing pianos 
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were made for major market until 1908. All the initial pianolas had 65 keys, 
the reproducing rolls were made of 7 octaves, or 85 keys (keyboard Chopin used).
The Welte Vorsetzer had 80 wooden fingers with controls for two pedals. 
But there were some reproducing 88 keys pianos with three pedals already 
in 1905 by a company called Meister. Three pedals did not catch on in 
Europe until late 1920's, in America they cought on in the 1910's.
I wonder if economic conditions had anything to do with it or more likely
most of the compositions, arrangements did not call for it. But it's good to have it.

                NOTES, NUMBER OF KEYS ON THE REPRODUCING SYSTEMS:

Green Welte had 88 playing notes A to C (came out in late 1910's)
Ampico A had 83 notes... B to A
Duo-Art had 80 notes C to G
Licensee Welte had 80 notes C to G
original, most accurate Red Welte had 80 notes C to G

               Pianola, Push Ups, Reproducing Pianos, etc...

        Vorsetzers were automatic units with the mechanism on the inside. 
The cabinets were equipped with felt covered fingers.
Piano Player or Piano Player Push Ups were not automatic but air driven. 
They usually played in luckluster fashion & divorced listener from active participation.
Piano Player: A Piano with mechanism that causes the keys to play. 
Player pianos operate by use of a perfrorated paper roll (introduced by Welte in 1887) 
and a pneumatic system (driven by compressed air). Moved up to piano, its padded fingers 
(original lacked sensitivity) reproduced pieces recorded for the machine by masters. 
Pianola attachment, last manufactured in 1912, could play 65 keys of standard 
piano, while player piano utilized all 88 keys starting in 1906. They were not mass produced 
until 1908. Vorsetzer had 80 keys from C to G. It should have had 85, to cover all 8 octaves 
from C to C but it was sufficient. At the time the word 'Pianola' was a registered 
trade name of the Aeolian Company. So by 1912 Duo Art & most other companies had 65/88 keys 
vorsetzers. They were complete set of 88 felt-covered wooden fingers that sat over the keyboard 
of a piano and played the keys as indicated by a perforated music roll. 

       Electrical Vorsetzer (true roboto) stood in front of piano with a horizontal row of felted fingers 
adjusted just above the keyboard, it looked like mini piano with no keyboard. 
Push ups were a pain in the neck when it came to adjusting them to different pianos. 
Each piano is slightly different. The piano size, carpeting, flooring introduces another 
factor for height. Special test roll for adjustement were used in the pianola. 
The fingers on the push ups were supposed to be about 1/64 
of the inch (milimeter) away from the keytop on the piano. Adjustment had to be made every time 
a Push Up was pushed up to a new piano. The closer the fingers were positioned
the better sound it gave but that's not always the case, exact sound can never be 
100% reproduced because of different pianos, room ambiance, temperature, acoustics, etc. 
Original Pianola Push Up was pneumatic system, it had to be skillfully operated by artistic humans
                
                A solenoid player:

       It is not a pneumatic instrument as is with the Duo-Art featuring 
Pianola control levers (for Push Up systems). There were levers for different functions;
operator's attention was crucial or song's timing would be off key. 
Solenoid is electrical machine, it has a coil of wire around 
an iron core. It becomes electrified magnet when current passes through the coil.
The Pianola or Player-Piano is "interactive" with Push Up system, whereas
the solenoid player (pianola, rolls were on the inside as of 1902
but did not become popular until 1905, 1902 was also the year first Vorsetzer was invented) simply depresses keys.
This was a semi-automatic Push Up pianola. Pianola is no more 
mechanical than the most skillful player, it is not automated per se.
It's mechanical piano, operated piano that uses roll of perforated paper
to activate piano keys. Pianola always had more than one definition.
The pianola was originally 58-note instrument. It reached its 
peak of popularity at the time when the Wells stories and Slowacki's 
superb poems, stories were re-published. Then the 65 note scale had become
commonplace and the emphasis was upon classical music and some jazz/foxtrot
but personally interpreted. Wooden and metal finger with felt tips pressed down 
the piano keys, once the instrument had been rolled up to and adjusted for
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the height of the keyboard (automatic vorsetzer was yet to come).        
Inside Pianola was invented in 1903, aka Inner Player by Welte Corp. 
It was Inner Player Pianola or what we call a Player-Piano today,
a mechanism contained inside the piano cabinet.
Pianola is also called self playing piano. Pianola term is generic now.
Welte was a brand of reproducing player (for organs) mechanism developed by Welte 
and Sohn (Son) in Germany in 1887 (albeit primitive one). Other examples of
what we have today is Auto Pneumatic Action Company aka Licensee but it's so unreliable.
Original Piano Player was invented in Germany in 1902, as distinguished from 
PLAYER PIANO (Reproducing Piano), which came a few years later.                             

       Ampico was a type of reproducing mechanism developed by Charles Stoddard 
and manufactured by the American Piano Company.
Wayne Stahnke (thanks to his work I got familiar with piano rolls)
who claims he started producing electronic pianos in 1973
was responsible for recreating all of the Rachmaninoff Ampico A rolls.
But his rolls LACK luster and fullness of dynamics, many times the sound is
either too loud or too soft (same with Gershwin rolls). It's not bad, 
but far from satisfactory and they were made from imperfect MIDI,
recorded on electrical Yamah astring piano. In this book I will 
try to point out some important aspects of reproducing pianos, 
pianolas, pianolists (those who control and operate
piano rolls and pianos). A pianolist can modify and otherwise influence 
the tempo and pedal shadings of a perforated arrangement, but he/she is
working within limits established by the recording artist and or music roll
arranger, who defines the striking by the control of the perforation
lengths and who also establishes the paper travel speed limits for
the performace. And I will try to make some sense out of it all, if possible, 
because it's a broad subject, there are no simple definitions. I will cover 
some artists and try to find out which are truly reproducing piano rolls and which are not.    

       There are generally two kinds of piano rolls for pianos and pianolas:

* 1. Those requiring a pianolist's interpretive intervention (original pianolas) and
* 2. Reproducing piano rolls. (Welte or Welte-Mignon, Duo-Art, Ampico rolls; Vorsetzers)
Those were the three companies which dealt with reproducing piano rolls
by the original artist but how many more are there ? What about other rolls
manufacturers ? Did they all use same system in creation of their rolls or
were they simply put: created, edited or overdubbed from the beginning 
from musical notes scoresheets ? If so they can only be considered piano rolls.
There were at least two more companies which made Reproducing Rolls, one
of them is Nystroem System, not much is known of that, then there was
Hupfeld's PHENOLA system which already worked in 1906. It was made in Germany.
On the other hand Wilcox & White were made in Connecticut, USA. Ludwig Riemann
assisted on Edvard Grieg's recordings of his own compositions, then there
was Mastertouch. Phenola was Hupfeld's trademark for 73 note rolls.
I guess Hupfeld created Dea Reproducing system in 1905, then 
renamed it Phenola ?! The Hupfeld was produced in Germany. 
Wilcox and White was made in Conecticut. They were not related.
(More info available in his OOP book: "The nature of the pianos sound and its
relationship to the touch" Leipzig, 1911, p.238 on dynamic recordings
of early pianos). Another good book is: 'Treasures of Mechanical Music' by Art Reblitz.
Then there was ARTRIO-ANGELUS built by american company Wilcox, White 
& Simplex. They also claimed to have exact recording and playback system and 
that they accomplished it in 1896 or are they talking about Pianola Push Ups,
just a prototype of sorts ? Well then, where are those rolls ?
The Wilcox and White Co, better known for their reed organs and organettes, 
made at the Artio-Angelus from 1915 to about 1921. THis system was a reproducing
system similar to the big three but did not get prominence of the others.
They went into bankruptcy in 1921. Their rolls were standard 11 1/4 wide and
played A# to A# (85 notes). Something different. I say a piano should have
86 keys, adjustable for treble and bass, starting with F key.
In their own advertising brochure entitled: "Genius Immortal,"
they claim a recording piano was connected by cable 
containing hundred's of wires to an electric recording device.
The sensing mechanism had an abstract action which allowed una-corda pedal
to slide the keys back and forth without taking the sensors with them.
In no way affected the piano's touch or responses.
The artist played, just as he would play on stage and then heard his 
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performance, moments later, exactly the way he played (so they said and it
seems the recording they did was already pre-recorded and in the system).
I wonder what's the longest recording time available on those rolls.
But they already had those songs ready for audience to hear.
       The pianola depends on the ability of the pianolist to produce
a musical performance, the reproducing piano is designed to play
the interpretation of an artist automatically. Or is that really the case ?
So why is it then that the pianist's touch or dynamic range, were taken
down separately and later incorporated into the roll. 
The pedals and the artist's touch were perforated on
the side of the roll. But did the piano recognize that autmoatically
when you replayed those rolls or only master roll ? Only some did...
It gets more and more confusing after you read different explantions by 
different people on reproducing pianos... Lost in time.
        Unlike the reproducing piano, whose rolls
were result of recordings made by famous pianists, the pianola generally uses
rolls that were edited out from notes. Instead, musical editors transcribed
the original sheet music (still do it) by pencil on to blank master roll,
which were then finished by unskilled workers with hammers and various
sizes of punch. There is no real musical interpretation on such rolls,
(except if the original artist indicated how to do the rolls)
and so all the aspects of performance other than pitch need to be created
by pianolist at the time of performance. The pianola music is never really 
expression/reproduction of the original artist... it's a poor form of imitation.
Punched paper rolls for the first Pianola were made by a technician perforating
the paper after it was marked up in pencil lines using the original music score.
The music sounded bad, flat, without expression.
Holes in the piano roll paper in the bar activate the keys creating the music
for any piano rolls. Rolls production varied from company to company.
The recording systems occassionally punched holes directly but more commonly
made pencil lines that were cut by an editor. Heavy editing was done to
remove mistakes, except for Welte (so they say). Once a master roll was
produced, all the copying was automatic, but I doubt copies were exact.
All those squiggly lines on the right and left edges of the roll represented
intesties (levels of loudness) as hammers struck individual keys. In order
to play that piece back, first the roll had to go and have each played
note cut out on the market paper from marker piano, 
then all of those squiggly lines that correspond to levels 
of loudness as the hammers hit the strings, had to be converted/understood 
by the movement of pneumatics that were constantly
in motion. These pneumatics that were constantly in motion were activated
by small single holes on the left or right edge of the paper. The squiggly
lines were not on the finished product but a bunch of little holes on the roll.
It probably took up to a week to get the coding properly set, so that
the roll sounded like the original performance.

               TYPES OF PIANO ROLLS:

* 1. His Perfection, Mel-O-Dee, Metro-Art & Universal Rolls, unlike the
Welte-Mignon, Duo-Art and few other rolls, these required a pianolist's 
interpretive intervention.
They were designed for playback on a Player-Pianos equipped with complicated 
levers, knobs, bellows, buttons that the Player-Pianolist foot-pumping the roll 
could interactively (but never 100% reproduce the original musician precisely) 
manipulate to create an expressive performance. The pianolist could often see 
a dynamic line ranging from soft to loud printed on the roll and follow it to 
guide the interpretation. They required a pianolist's interpretive 
intervention. Now... I dont consider these rolls to be 'reproducing rolls' 
because they lacked many things.
If that's the case then this is not what you would call 100% 
reproducition of piano, rolls or music. 
Especially if the pianolists in the editing room adds bunch 
of extra notes without the pianist's approval. (more on this later)

* 2. The second and more technologically (and more expensive) sophisticated
type of of rolls (Welte, Duo, Ampico), repruducing rolls were intended
for playback on reproducing pianos that could automatically execute dynamics.
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       The 65 keys Player-Piano was introduced to the public in 1898 

and produced until 1930, Great Depression killed just about every business. At that time deteriorating economic
conditions brought a fundamental halt to this delightful and important slice of musical heritage. During those 33
years piano rolls preserved for all time the artistry of unique artists.

       The Player-Piano is both a music instrument and a machine. The mechanical

mechanism plays the piano by means of a perforated roll of paper. From the earliest type, the 'piano players' had
a mechanical mechanism in a cabinet which could play any ordinary piano. So, not to get confused, pianola was
the Push Up system which was placed in front of piano. The term pianola later became synanomous with self-
playing pianos (combination of piano and pianola), both on the inside and outside the piano and later it was
installed in the reproducing pianos. The inside system used an electric vacuum - suction pump and sophisicated
expression control mechanism. The pianola "roll-up" mechanism is inside the piano. The Push Up or piano
player must be distinguished from the player piano that has mechanism on the inside.

             Description of Reproducing Recording Processes;
               Origins of the Player Piano:

The reproducing piano is a development of the Player-Piano or pianola. The
Pianola depends on the ability of the pianolist to produce a musical
performance by observing notes, the reproducing piano is designed to play
the interpretation of an artist automatically. Of course the action must
be monitored for accuracy. Pianola lacks the touch and dynamics.
Automatic musical instruments have been around for 2000 years. Cetesibius,
of Alexandria, Egypt, an inventor and writer, refers to self-playing 
mechanical organ in the second century, B.C. Cylinder music boxer came
out in 18th century and disk music boxer, 19th century. 
In 1912 Welte invented Welte Philharmonic Organ. And in the same year
new company was founded Welte and Son Inc in New York, Poughkeepsie.
I doubt there are such things as reproducing organ rolls. Way, way too
many pedals, then again great organists like Arthur L. Ull, Clarence Eddy
and others would have been immortalised. By the early 20th century, 
automatic pianos, organs and orchestrions reached high sophistication method. 
In eary 1800, France, when Jacquard Mills develops a loom controlled 
by punched cards. The cards programmed looms that created
elaborately designed fabrics. They 'instructed' the pathways for threads
to follow to create the designs and pattersn in the cloth.
In 1863, Frenchy Henri Fourneaux invented the player piano (39 kyes). He called 
it "The Pianista," the first pneumatic piano mechanism, which was introduced at
the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition back in 1876. 
Ed Welte introduced the perforated paper roll in 1883. Perforated roll
mechanism to make music was based on the Jacquard punch cards used to
weave designs into cloth. The piano became 300 years old in 2000 A.D. 
There were no real pianos prior to 1790's.

       After Welte there were many other types of so-called Reprod. Pianos,
althought it is generally conceded that none surpassed the Welte musical
perfection, nor in artists (possibly Duo-Art) nor in repertoire. Aside from
that, there is little agreement today about how the recording system worked
and how accurate it really was. Specific details of the process and how 
accurate it was when it came to editing the rolls for the master roll,
what level of interpretation was required, how much subtle 
accuracy the recording or reproducing machines were cabpable of is unknown.
They were kept secret and remain so, taken to the grave.
It is known that a carbon rod beneath each key on the recording piano dipped
into a trough of mercury to complete and electric circuit as the pianist
struck the note. The electrical impulses compelled inked rollers to mark a 
blank paper roll with the individual notes being played, along with encoded
indications of striking force and velocity. The inked roll could be read
electrically and played back for the artist's approval and was then
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translated manually to produce the perforated Master Roll from which copies
were replicated for sale, but were they repliced by hand in the old days ? 
A copy of the master roll is made by a machine in roll factory.
Reproducing piano rolls had additional punched holes along both roll edges
that activate mechanisms controlling tempo, volume, expression and subtle tone. 

        Reproducing pianos were introduced by Edwin Welte (grandson of founder) in 1904, 
on 83 keys keyboard, but recordings were made only for 80 keys (also for red welte).
The Welte company was established in 1832 by automata manufacturer Michael Welte.
In 1865, he moved ti Freiburg/Breisgau & registered there as Welte & Sohne, Welte & Sons.
The firm became particularly known for its orchestration.

       A piano made for Chopin in 1848 by J. Pleyer, no. 14810 had 82 keys, 
seven octaves. It started with A ended on F key. The final octave missed F, G, G#.
By 1848, Chopin was used to Erard's double escapement & the piano had to be ready 
to take the pounding. In 1822, French piano maker Sebastian Erard created the double
escapement action.

       The sustaining pedal on the Green Welte Roll,
is on the right side of the paper roll, not the left. The Caswell collection
always seemed very suspicious. If they say its most original how come 
their rolls have drawings in the middle of their booklet showing where sostenuto
pedaling should go? Duh! How original is it then? Most of the artists were European
and they had no access to pianos that utilized sostenuto pedals, unless, of course
they improvised, but rarely there was need for that. If by some strange
coincidence, the Welte Company did have an American piano to use for 
a recording instrument, it might have used the sustenuto pedal to record
the movements of the artist but the one roll company would not have used it.
And Welte Company was primarily European, not american. During editing, pedaling
was marked & added to the master roll, otherwise sounded was too cramped 
& foggy. Welte systems were electronically driven by a motor in the cabinet with a 
rotary pump supplying the vacuum that made the whole system work.

       R. W. Pain was the first one who built a pneumatic self-playing piano,
self contained-unit, a 39 note instrument built for Needham and Sons
in 1880 in New York City. It was an adaptation of the orguinette mechanism.
Later in 1888, he built a 65 note electrically operated piano, the first of 
its kind. At the time, Mme. Carreno who was a popular pianist in 1888. 
Mass production of piano rolls did not start until 1898.
And the rolls lacked luster and power of real human sound.
The original smaller piano rolls from 1860's-1890's were nothing else
but edited from musical notes works. Pianos with 58 to 65 keys were ok, 
but that was not enough, no pedals were reproduced, no touch, no dynamics, 
they were not present even on the edited roll.
I wonder where are those pre 1898 original rolls today. Those works approved by the original 
artists are goldmine treasures of music, that's as close as we will get 
to the original performances of those artists. 
To get to the bottom of pianolas, piano players, etc, to find out and preserve 
best authentic rolls, that's why I wrote The True History of Piano Rolls. 

       Elias Parkman Needham invented the upright action used in reed organs, which
made possible all their later improvements. He originated the idea of the
perforated sheet of paper which allowed the escape of musical tones as the
perforations passed over the reed opening. Player pianos originated with a
progression of vacuum operated systems. El sold it to Mechanical Orguinette
Company, later to become the Aeolian Company.
In 1886 George B. Kelly developed the slide-valve wind motor and this device
eventually became universally adopted as the type of motor to be used to
cause rotation of the drive spool for paper music rolls in pianolas.
       All the reproducing pianos are operated by pneumatic action, 
the power required to make them play being generated by a suction pump 
driven by a small electric motor. That's what moves the keyboard and pedals.
Through a mechanism built into the instrument, 
the force applied to the piano action at any moment is carefully regulated 
in such a way as to allow a pre-recorded performance to 
be played back with all the subtleties of the original interpretation. 
(But if that is the case, why so much editing is 
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needed to make a final master roll, including as I mentioned incorporating
dynamic range into it?) There were both upright and grand motor driven
reproducing pianos. It started with the grands. I am not sure when
they started installing it in the uprights. Probably in 1910.

               Vorsetzers (Sitter-in-Front):

Definition: A piano playing mechanism that actually preceded the inner player,
they were popular in early 20th century. AKA Push Up players. When pushed to
a piano, whre wooden, felted "fingers" would play a piano keyboard. Usually
cumbersome, they were for the most part discontinued after inner player
was developed and gained popularity and of course, The Great Depression.
People burned those instrumeents to warm themselves.

        Greats like Joseph S. Tushinksy did their best to save
original reproducing rolls from destruction in the 1960's. Joseph also had
one of a kind radio show in Chicago based on Welte Mignon rolls, 26 hours one hour episodes
in the early FM days. Each show featured a different & original artist. Tushinsky 
sent his fine tuned Welte vorsetzer on a concert tour, as it is my intention now but on a greater 
scale. In L.A. alone, over 4000 people attended. It performed on fancy Bosendorfer Imperial Grand.

       Punched papers also drove the first 88-note player pianos. Their
music is created when the operator or pianolist/pianoist pumps foot pedals which
operate a vacuum/pneumatic motor. An 88 note piano roll tracking mechanism, powered by
an air motor, transports the punched roll across the tracker bar. 
Each piano key is connected to the tracker bar, one hole per key,
the varying pressure is applied to the foot pedals and with manipulating levers
mounted below the keyboard, the operator manually adds color and expression.
A heavy, bulky machine, the pianola was equipped with expression levers
and felt-tipped fingers and can be rolled up to any piano (as an attachment)
to play the piano. Its fingers (sounds sci-fi) are positioned over the
keys and a roll is inserted. Foot-pumping activates the roll to move the 
fingers; the pianolist can play with expression by skillful foot-pumping
and manipulating the expression levers.

       The attachment is sometimes called a robot, but that is a 
misrepresentation of a footplay Push Up with dynamic controls on it, 
which is more like an extension of the piano keyboard. If you play one 
of these by setting the tempo at the piano keyboard shown on the roll, 
then it's a robot and it's electrical. This would not be how Edwin Scott Votey, the inventor, 
conceived the first Push Up Pianola in 1895. They were available
on sale by February 1898, serious worldwide advertisements started circa 1899.
Votey's first fully functional 1897 machine was in a piano sized cabinet that was
pushed up to the piano keyboard, pumped by foot treadles. It was pain
in the neck to operate, it had a row of "softened" wooden fingers aligned with 
the keys. Few years later Votey incorporated perforated rolls with foot powered 2 pedals. 

       The modern era started with the Pianola of 1896, the outcome of 18
months experimentation with pedal bellows, wooden chests and leather valves.
Roll-playing organs had led the way some time earlier but did not need the
aerodynamics power to play a piano convincingly. The Pianola employed the
already standard (but not suitable for piano & precision was way off sometimes)
65-note organ roll and was taken up by the major organ firm, the Aeolian Co.
Welte was first to introduced a cabinet-style external piano rolls player 
similar to the original roll-up Pianola for use on any ordinary piano.
      When rolled into place in front of most any piano, vorsetzer would 'play'
the piano by means of row of felt-covered fingers.
The device was essentially vacuum operated, bulky, depended upon rolls of paper
punched with holes to provivide music. 
In the early 1910's the vacuum operated mechanism was sufficiently miniaturized
inside the upright and grand pianos with deepened cases. These early version
for the most part, with full 88 note scale for human playing, 'played' only
65 of the 88 notes.
The Pianola was improved upon by Ludwig Hupfeld's company in 1899, a
73-note Pianola. This was greatly improved 2 years later by the addition
of 'Solodant,' a clever means of allowing the rolls to accentuate certain
notes compared to others, not imitated by Aeolian for another eight years
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until 1909 with 'Thermodist.' 
There are also Thermodist rolls for regular 88 note player piano 
with themes expression for theme pianos, they also work with Duo-Art but
do not have full reproducing system.
       The sustaining pedal and in the Phenola, the soft pedal, was actuated by
leather tipped boots depressed using a lever on the operator's side of
the player device. Necessarily, the machine had to be wedged under the
weight of the piano somehow, to prevent it shaking loose when playing loudly.

In 1972 a special 4 system Vorsetzer was manufactured also with 80 keys.
It allegedly accomodated all sorts of major piano rolls. 
It was known as the four-system vorsetzer, weighing 200 lbs. Because the split 
in the stack is different for Ampico, Duo-Art and Welte, a careful
arrangement was made to accommodate this difference. In both the Duo art
and four systems, the rolls is driven by a speed-controlled electric motor
connected to the gear box. Four system Vorsetzer is the highest of 
sophistication of player piano technology and incorporates a number of
interesting ideas that were not used during the 1904-'39 reproducing piano era.
The Welte Vorsetzers did not have pedals, but it had dynamics and touch.
It was discountinued in 1925 in favour of electric integral Welte mechanism.
Welte dispensed with vorsetzer's keyboard, foot pedals and hand controls.
       A Vorsetzer was also made for modern Welte Licensee in mid 1910's.
It was run by Emil Welte, eldest son of the founder but it was closed during
World War I as an "Alien Enterprise." Wow!
It was introduced in USA after push up craze had died down. It consisted
of 88 note roll format, the original Freiburg cabinet model had 80 keys, 
they were devised to enable Licensee instruments to play
standard 65 rolls, which the original Welte-Mignon Vorsetzer could not.
Setting up vorsetzers for different pianos was not that easy. For recitals
'Push Up' versions of the other reproducing systems have been specially made
and some say it was a battle to get the touch exactly right for the piano
and the acoustics of the hall. But, why not just ground it, will be stable.

       No piano roll is 100% accurate, but it may be 99.9% accurate,
because some human involvement is necessary, but I would prefer 
listening to that than to some squeeky old LP. 99% accuracy is possible. 
Vorsetzer, may be missing the touch but not necessarily... 
The closer the fingers of the Push Up are to the piano, the more 
responsive and better sounding the piano will be and will play the rolls better.
Some say inside built pneumatic Push Ups of rolls shoule be more accurate
but I digress, if the vorsetzer is tuned well, I think it will play excellent.
Well then, those pianos just play notes given to them, edited by editors ?
Sure, tone production may be needed to be cut into the roll by an arranger
editor of the rolls and it has nothing to do with pianist at all, that is wrong
but the arranger copies the exact shade of pianist's play and by doing that
he may be slightly wrong, but still, he is copying the pianist.
The production of reproducing rolls except for Welte T-100 Rolls 
lacked the pedal shading & other touches. Others were:
Welte Licensee, T-98, Duo-Art, Ampico A, (only Ampico B had it), 
Phenola and the rest had something missing in accuracy.
The licensee rolls are the same format as standard 88 note rolls, except they 
have the expression coding on the sides and will also play (without expression)
on an 88 player piano, whereas T-100 will not. 
The Welte Licensee were introduced after World War I, probably in 1919.
T-100 rolls have red paper (Licensee does not) and holes are wider.
Everything else is the same, so they claim.
Most would agree that Welte T-100 is the best system, but the later pedals
made in USA, Welte Licensee (pedals only) aka in later brown box years of 
Lutter would use the Welte pedal(s) for one measure and elongated perforations 
for sustaining, giving the 'slow as cold molasses' pedal time 
to recalibrate. Some claim it was very effective. But may be this system 
wasted 1/32nd of a note ? So it seems T-98 only had better pedal accuracy. 
The loss of accuracy is also the loss of artists' originality, 
adding and editing some new stuff into the roll 
without the approval of an artist is also the loss of originality.
Binet and Courtier (so they claim), was state of the art in 1896, 
but how come there are no rolls by them from 1896-1904, 
if there are any, let me know, or what museum has it, 
it should not stand there collecting dust, for more info on how to get those to me, read the end.
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       How are piano rolls transfered into MIDI files ?! 
          How accurate are MIDIS, MIDIS background

       Since the 1990's all these piano rolls have been transfered via scanning 

to MIDI computer file system, then recorded onto a cd. I have no problem with MIDI files but I worry they are
not 100% authentic sounding, it's possible 1/32 of a note may be lost during scanning of the perforated rolls and
transfer to a MIDI file. I believe all the rolls should be scanned and preserved; with time they will brittle and
break away, the only problem is there are no more piano playing devices being build to reproduce them. Modern
electric players lack the speed, force and operating range of the pneumatic actuators/pianos used by Welte-
Mignon, both for striking the notes and controlling the dynamics. With the electronic reproducing pianos the
computer sends the music from the MIDI file to the electrical piano and sound gets created. The only good thing
MIDI's bring is the tempo and accuracy of the recorded material, it remains steady and correct. Pneumatic
machines fit Pianolas best, they tend to lose the tempo due to the rotation and speed of the motor which moves
the rolls. That's why a good pianolist is needed to operate the piano, somebody who knows music well. The loss
of tempo is the loss of originality. But I do not think much tempo could be lost during one performance, only
after each performance, the machine may need to be adjusted. The 1920's Welte Mignon pedals (I am not sure
about earliest ones) from the 1920's had 2 holes for the pedal, one was for 'on' and another triggered pedal 'off.'
Since there had to be a hold in between these 2 commands, that added a 32nd note of wasted time, for the cycle.
But then again, 1/32nd of a note, is impossible to notice for a human ear. That is not loosing performer's
originality. However, many MIDI's do not carry pedal information. And without the pedals, all originality and
accuracy is lost.

            Using a piano roll reader, the paper is converted into computer files 

which specifies the location and length of each hole on the roll. Computer simulation of the reproducing pianos
translates the computer files into MIDI representing the notes, their duration and position in time and relative
loudness as executed by the old reproducing pianos. Placed in front of the recording microphone, the concert
(electric) piano then plays reproducing rolls from floppy disks for CD recordings. Keys move up and down like
on normal piano. It also sounds and feels like any real forte piano, with fullness of the sound and dynamics (I
am not so sure MIDI transfered notes are as 100% accurate as the real piano rolls, they may lack certain musical
piano elements. All the information from rolls is morphed into zero's and one's, I doubt it's perfect but it's
close). These days some people claim piano rolls in electrical form are the best, but I doubt. They are using
same tricks as the advertisers of those early piano rolls days, to sell their stuff. Today, they developed interfaces
to fit into any piano to allow that piano play directly from the computer. I WOULD NOT WASTE MONEY ON
THAT. You would need to have your computer turned on constantly and even if that is not required, it's still no
good. There is even a modern day Vorsetzer that operates from MIDI files of piano rolls, a detachable device
that fits onto a pneumatic piano. There are MIDI valve systems which can be installed in any pneumatic piano.
It operates from MIDI files of piano rolls. Modern pianos, I think have files on the inside, transfered from
computer bu USB. That's only available on electronic piano, wich lackx the luster and feel of a real piano. I
dont recommend MIDI's.

       But some experts claim otherwise... 

Modern scanning methods can be more accurate that the errors present in distribution rolls. Careful scanning
will not degrade the performances in any way. Sometimes correct scanning will produce a copy closer to the
master roll. And just as I thought, the MIDI electrical pianos do not have dynamic range of the original
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pneumatic instrument. An electronic interface to an original reproducing piano solves many problems. Tempo is
accurate as well as note accuracy. Tracking is not an issue nor is the condition of the paper. The pneumatic
instrument is capable of a better performance due to the removal of these variables.

       The MIDI electronics are configured for each type of piano and the

rolls that were originally made for it. These rolls will not produce on any other piano except the pianos
configured for them. Other pianos need expression data on the original rolls to be converted into Velocity data.
Some MIDI files have the Pedal Data included in the NOte data above and below the playing range. These
MIDIS need to be made specifically for the piano they are to be used with, or strange things will happen... Just
like for the original rolls, there are no standards for MIDI filres produced for the electronic players. The
Yamaha electrical piano can respond to pedal and velocity data but the files have to be prepared with standard
codes for them.

       Dilemmas remain with computer scanning of the master rolls and

transforming them into MIDI files. Midi is capable of recording the performance with extreme accuracy but
there is a slight distortion of the musical timing due to the way the data is send to the playback instrument, that
can also slow down note's duration. The distortion is minor and is not likely to be of significance, but then
again, it's not the true copy of the artist. As long as an electric piano sounds grand and can reproduce the exact
touch, dynamics and pedals of the original roll, that's acceptable. But there is evidence that at least 1/32nd of a
note (duration) is lost, still great pianists are preserved forever.

       No matter what the roll scanners say, this will never be a perfect

reproduction. Some say rolls manotored by a Pianolist are where the action is, but I must digress, it's all about
how you set the piano to play. Some say MIDI scanning of the questionable old rolls improves upon the original
pneumatics by substituting boppity bumping sounds ? Sure, it eliminates that little noise, but it loses somewhat
in music quality, warmth and accuracy, feeling of the song as intended by the composer.

               Recording piano rolls in the modern era:

In 1950's the Simonton collection was released on LP's. Simonton Jr was not cooperative, he still has at least
some important rolls (he begs to differ) but he never shared any info with me, thus aborting valuable info to the
world of music & art...

       His father, who knew & acquired original rolls from Welte, used two stereo 

Ampex model 300 tape recorders and one mono machine, which happened to be Ampex model 200 serial nr. 1
from 1948. But the studio space was unflattering, the microphone array was bizarre to weird, the recording
quality was dull and lifeless, but the music is representing the cream of the crop of the Welte roll library. A
three-disc set was released by Book-of-the-Month Club and was condensed from the same sessions, as was a
later series of Ampex prerecorded tapes. Those were the first generation magnetic tapes, not bad.

               Reproducing Piano Rolls Companies:
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       As far as I know and as I mentioned before there were three major companies who made 

reproducing mechanisms and licensed these to various piano manufacturers. They were: Welte Mignon, Duo-
Art, Ampico. Now, which one was the most accurate ? Most accurte, is that even the proper way of
classification ? Welte piano rolls were the first one on the market, the first pro recordings done on them were in
the summer of 1904. But it's doubtful it reproduced the pedals 100% well and it seems it was made for 73 keys
keyboard piano(forte) (my piano has extra key, 89 keys, all octaves). Original Welte t-100 had 80 keys in 1904.
And so did their vorsetzers. (It seems only Duo-Art was fully pneumatic, aero-dynamic, both manual and
electrical suction machine, pedal pumped by a pianolist)

       Melville Clark, a great pioneer in the Player-Piano industry, was the

first to market pianos and their players as a complete unit and was also the first (1902) to build a player unit to
operate the entire 88 note range of the keyboard. He was a prolific inventor who secured many patents in the
field, the most notable of which was the transposing device which permits a player-piano to operate in a number
of different keys, a great boost to the vocal accompaniment.

       In 1897 paper music roll system was installed in Welte instruments and

Orchestrion. They became status, symbol of the rich & powerful. The Orchestrions or Band Organs or Player
Organs came from Edwin Welte and Sohne's plant. Orchestrion was only musical unit that was coin operated.
An orchestraion is a player piano that is outfitted with additional automatically controlled instruments such as
pipes, xylophones, drums, cymbals, glockenspiels, traingles, wood blocks, tambourines and other instruments
and effects built into them. They are built with beautiful ornate cases and art glass. Orchestrion rolls are also
Nickelodeon Rolls, which played other instruments such as triangle, drums, mandolin, xylophone, bells, pipes,
reeds. I doubt they could fit all those into one unit.

       It seems all the rolls were recorded on 2 pedal pianos,

even thought the 3 pedals piano were invented in 1874, it did not catch on in Europe for a long time until
1920's. All the pianos has sustain pedal and soft pedal (una corda). The third pedal (sostenuto) was also not
popular in the states, but did catch on much earlier. Probably in the 20's and it was in use in the 1900's ?!! Were
there any 3 pedals reproducing recording pianos ? Yes and no. Sostenuto creates an echo like sound in the
background while other notes are being played. It sustains the already played notes and holds their dampers up,
it does not sustain notes played after the pedal was pressed or released. Except for Welte t-100, reproducing
rolls recorded the position of the keys, not the dampers. The rolls can be edited with extended notes which
produce same effect (or close to it). It has been coded onto the rolls. The Pierian recordings, even though they
claim their rolls are original/ authentic from Europe (same for Simmonton), on a drawing a sostenuto pedal is
shown, how is that possible... simple, they are not Freiburg rolls, but rolls from Europe which were transfered
into Welte Licensee and they edited the sostenuto pedals into the master rolls. Now I know why Kenneth
Caswell was so angry at me when I asked all these questions, he never spoke to me again and I had no
intentions to ever speak to him again, as well. I do not need lies, there are enough of them in these rolls
businesses. As far as sostenuto pedal goes... it was never used on rolls because it did not need to be used. All the
company had to do was extend the note that was punched to recreate a sostenuto effect.

I think when it comes to accuracy Welte-Mignon has no equals, as long as they were made by Welte himself in
Freiburg, Germany. The Welte-Mignon T-100 Freiburg system must be regarded as the best of all known
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dynamic recording systems. So, did all those 3 companies include pedals on their rolls since 1904 ? I doubt it...
Welte had it but nobody else and only machines from Freiburg where the inventors of the reproducing piano
lived had the best pedaling, the machine even recorded half-pedaling, part of pedal touch. Therefore, it's is
generally agreed that Freiburg rolss did a better job of preserving the dynamic, tempo, rhythmic, touch nuances
of pianists.

       Half pedaling data was captured on the Freiburg recording machine by

separate graph on the first master roll, which recorded three specific positions of the sustain pedal:

1. The dampers fully damping the strings 2. The half pedal position of the dampers 3. Dampers fully raised off
the strings.

       The inventors of Welte system are Edwin Welte and his brother-in-law who

worked for the company since 1893 & eventually became co-owner & partner of the firm. He married Welte's
sister Frieda. Karl Bockisch prefered moving all the hammers closer to the strings instead of using a true una
corda. They say that brings a more uniform variation in sound, may be, but then again this could be considered
as a new pedal. During World War II, their factory which was around in Freiburg since 1865 was shamefully
destroyed by bombs. Today, Freiburg museum preserves very little of the original items, many were restored.
Many secrets of the systems used in creating these marvels were bombed away to smitterins. Another casualties
of war are culture, art.

       Then there was Mastertouch company in Australia which used soft pedal 

divided into two, getting a subdued bass or treble, allowing hammers to be either closer or further away from
the strings. The effect was enhanced by using a split in the damper rail. But something makes no sense here...
Why would they edit away artist's original pedaling just so they could accommodate these 'intermediate' valves
and the split damper rails ? Generally this simple expression device modeled on the Recordo System was called
Standardised Expression. The expression was coded manually up the sides of the master roll. They were
distinguished by the prefix E in front of catalogue number. This system used four gradations of vacuum
(whatever that means) to imitate the artist's touch. Even though they were most expensive rolls to make and I
am sure sounded greatly, it seems they were semi-reproducing rolls. They were made between 1927-1932 and
nearly all were hand coded by Edith Pardey/Murn. Mastertouch, "Standardised Expression" rolls used a four
graduation 'chocker' system of values, each controlled by a tube from the tracker bar. These valves could be
used singly or in any combination to stimulate artist's touch.

       And how do we know for certain those piano rolls were as good

as the original piano roll created directly as a result from piano playing ? Except from Welte from Freiburg,
pedaling was later edited onto the master rolls. It's not easy to copy original roll exactly into master roll and
then from the master roll make numerous copies and sell them to the general public. People believed it was as
accurate as they claimed. There were publicity shots with pianists and their pianos, piano rolls demonstrations,
advertisements like: "Have your own legenday pianist play for you in person in your home anytime you want
it," etc, etc...

       Everybody in Pianola biz held demonstrations of their products
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including American Piano Company. They had virtuso Leopold Godowsky play certain pieces himself and then
let the Ampico alone repeat his work by playing pre-recorded rolls, a pre-arranged performance designed to
convince even the most sceptical of the true capabilities of the expression piano in reinterpreting the efforts of
the artist. It's obvious the roll was already installed inside the piano. They just made sure piano roll & live
music were same.

       The original roll is three times as long as roll copy and 

more accurate. In order to copy the roll, highest precision is required. All the nuances and subtleties need to be
present, dynamics, shadings, touch, all the works. The toughest situaion for restoring the master is when it's
corrupted. In that case, all the known existing copies are examined and the best one is used for restoration of the
master, by comparison. What about when roll shrinkage was required ? Let's say original piano rolls fitted Welte
pianos, in order to fit others, they had to be adjusted. People claim no musical info was lost, they were just
edited out to fit a particular mechanism (or a tape is used to cover perforations on left side of the rolls while
shrinking, does this make any sense ?). It can be said with complete assurance that the german Welte-Mignon
rolls are the most accurate reproducing rolls of the pianists. Supposedly... There was no editing without the
approval of an artist, no addition, no deduction of the notes just to improve the sound and make it more fancier.
I wonder if that's also true for the Welte licensee people and distributors of the rolls. They claim they did not
alter anything, except 'slight mistakes' in notes by recording artist... Many times an artist would pose in front of
a piano, was paid good money for it and I doubt he really approved with satisfactiob some of those rolls.

               Dynamics:

       How is the dynamics of a piano (or the loudness of a tone) created ?

Is it done by the force that the pianist exert to the key or by the velocity of the key ? Due to the working
principle of piano mechanics, we can conclude: The momentary key velocity, the point where the hammer is
leaving the lever, (hammer leaving point HLP) the key velocity at this point is strictly related to the hammer
velocity hitting the string and this velocity is related to the loudness of the tone. That hammer moves freely
towards the string and its velocity cannot be influenced any more by enhancing or reducing the force executed
on the piano key.

       Each of the 3 major reproducing systems is capable of a wide range

of expression and detail but there are limits to what can be done. Talented editors can code a performance that is
convincing and very close to the original performance, but it's possible that during copying of the master rolls
something goes wrong, that's why music must be scanned from the master rolls. This requires talent, time and
dedication. There are very few recordings available today, including live performances that have not been
edited. Listeners of the future (hence, one of the many reasons I wrote this history of the piano rolls, so the
listeners of the future know what's real and what is not real and mostly for musical accuracy and history) will
have the same problem we are having determining what is performance and what is editing. Today, pitch and
musical timing can be edited out on computer (which is not accoustic instrument). In the piano roll era
1897-1936, only the notes could be edited and the dynamic coding added and adjusted.

       If the high quality and authenticity is requested, dynamic dependent 

time delays must be taken into account for each tone during the translation of the original recording roll of the
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production master roll. There time delays cannot be discriminated by systems which record the dynamic
information only summary for bass and treble. Therefore, on reason of accuracy, the dynamics of each key must
be recorded separately, (on the master roll, I presume) as Edwin Welte and Kark Bockisch did. The harder a
piano key is depressed, the deeper it goes into the felt of the front rail punching. There is a key distance travel
difference of nearly 3 mm between ff (form feed? No!) and pp notes. The progressive none-linear force-distance
relationship is based on the elasticity of the felt punching below the key. The "constant key stroke hypothesis" is
wrong. -Professor Ludwig Paatz. (the expert on reproducing pianos)

       Creating a CD from music rolls: 

(Based on Wayne Stahnke's Rachmaninoff Ampico A rolls 2 cd set) A three step method for playing music rolls
was introduced. In this process, a music roll is first read by a specially designed scanner. The scan is then used
to reconstruct the master roll from which the music roll was perforated. Then the resored master roll is
translated by a computer program (when creating midi files) that contains a mathematical model of pneumatic
mechanism originally used to play the roll, yielding a disk file suitable for use with modern electronic
reproducing pianos (Well, the modern electronic pianos are great, no doubt, but anything electronic in my mind
is not 100% as good as the real thing, except for the noise, it eliminates the the rotation of the motors, the
movements of different parts, the early shortcimings, shorcomings in general but the sound may not be 100% as
original, except if it's real piano, but if the reproducing sound is generated from real strings, the only difference
is they are moved by electronic impulses, by solenoids). The third step (translating the restored master roll)
necessarily involves judgments and these can have a profound effect on the ultimate presentation of the music
material. Individual adjustments that must be made for each roll. The most important of these are tempo and
acceleration. Good reproducing pianos should not lose any tempo during roll playback. Tempo or playing speed
is obviously crucial. Each music roll is stamped with an indication of the speed at which it should be played and
the operator of the pneumatic reproducing piano is thereby instructed to set a control lever to the appropriate
marked position before launching the roll. This is subject to inaccuracies by pianolists; there is always a
possibility to set the tempo to one's own musical taste. That explains the fantastic tempos and differences from
none-piano rolls recordings that occur on some recordings made from CD rolls. A waving red line on piano roll
guided the Pianolist's use of the temo control, but which was also part of the accenting system, involving the
roll speed and the foot pedals. (A Pianolist pumped the foot pedals that operated a vacuum motor) That was for
the Metrostyle Pianola, and Duo-Art had same system, the pianolist followd the line by use of a pointer which
was connected to the standard tempo scale, fluctuating in the Tempo 40-120 range.

       Some of the more popular Reproducing Piano Rolls CD's on the market:

(The ones I have (below) are available from me and Gershwin CD is my creation) 1. Gershwin, Vol I & II
(realized by Artis Wodehouse; recorded in 1997; not recommended except for few songs, too much editing,
done on Reproducing Piano) The 7 rolls below are the only rolls you can consider authentic and as close as
possible originally sounding as played by Gershwin himself. (crystal clear sound, the Duo-Art have been
transformed into MIDI's and reproduced on electrical concert grand piano) The rest of the songs are by Duo-
Art, unless otherwise noted, Gershwin' essentials. These titles have been heavily edited except may be for The
Novelette in Fourths. Gershwin did most of his playing for Duo-Art rolls, unless otherwise noted: (recorded
between 1916-1926) The Wodehouse material, I was told was edited to death and many times it has no
historical accuracy and all the material has been transfered to MIDI and played on Disklavier Bosendorfer
piano. Disklavier plays the MIDI files on a real stringed piano.

       When complexity of notes exceeds compass of 2 hands, a second phase kicks
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in the creation of rolls, wherein the musical texture is enriched, aka early early forerunner of whats's called
today overdubbing. Every note is punched into a paper roll. Additional "third hand" holes are marked on the roll
to correspond to pieces normally played by the orchestra. In order to remove this original performance killer,
the extra holes are subsequently covered up, thus the corresponding note is neatly eliminated from the final
performance, bringing back the original embodiment of the performance.

       Below, these pieces were brought to life on Yamaha digital piano. 

Digital piano plays the MIDI files using the Digital tone generation system of the Yamaha digital piano.
Expression on both Yamaha and Disklavier is by use of velocity encoding sent with the note data. The note data
goes as follows: (compute lingo) Type of data (Note on), Midi Channel (1001nnnn), note number (0xxxxxxx),
Velocity (0vvvvvvv). Always as a string of 3 data groups. Each time a note is played this will be repeated for
that note, on its MIDI channel and its velocity information. Velocity must be derived from somewhere; as it is
encoded on a scanned piano roll.

1- Novelette in Fourths (his only Welte-Mignon recording?) 2:24 1919 2- So am I 4:14 9/1925 3- Swanee 2:17
2/1920 (Gershwin's only Welte Mignon Roll) 4- When you want 'em, you can't get 'em; When you've got 'em,
You dont want 'em (Universal) 1:57 9/1916 5- On My Mind, the Whole Night Long (Universal) 2:30 8/1920 6-
Whip-Poor-Will 3:13 3/1921 7- For your Country and my Country 2:33 (Duet with Rudy Erlebach on 1 piano)
8/1917 - Sweet & Lowdown 3:30 - That Certain Feeling 2:45 - Rhapsody in Blue 14:22 - Kicking the Clouds
Away 3:20 - An American in Paris 16:35 (arranged by Aeolian's top arranger Frank Milne, for 4 hands, two
pianos were used for recordings, one of the best arrangements ever, song sounds full, orchestra like) 6/1933 -
Havanola 2:15 (Metro-Art) - Singin' the Blues 4:32 (Mel-O-Dee) - Rialto Ripples Rag Time 1:54 (Universal) -
Darling 2:31 (Mel-O-Dee) Duet with Cliff Hess on 1 piano - Kangaroo Hop 1:57 (Perfection) - Pastime Rag #3
2:15 (Perfection) - Chinese Blues 2:08 (Perfection) - Whispering 3:11 (Mel-O-Dee)

2. Wayne Stahnke's Rachmaninoff I & II (from Ampico rolls) MIDI system, crystal clear sound recorded in
1996 on Bosendorfer 290SE Electronic Reproducing Piano. 3. Jelly Morton jazz Rolls (it seems to be edited)
from Thermodist 4. Welte-Mignon CD's Vol 1-3, Debussy, Ravel and a few more... played on restores 1920's
Steinway-Welte piano, recorded in 2000) 5. Paderewski doble CD, by Duo-Art recorded in 2002. From pianola
institute, but these rolls seem to have been edited. (Ampico A) 6. Collection of 3 cd's, from the original T-100,
original Freiburg collection, highly recommended and possibly best reproducing rolls cd's out there. 7. Jazz
Joplin, 2 cd's. Six of those songs are played by Joplin himself, the rest are copies of his notes and would have
been approved by him, especially the Entertainer version. These rolls came from one of the less known
reproducing systems or it's uncertain. Other CD's available by these artists: (or should be available*)

Leopold Godowsky* (one of the best pianists of the 20th century), 

Ferruccio Busoni, Claude Debussy, Ignacy Paderewski, Rachmaninoff, Enrique Granados, Alexander Scriaban,
Duke Ellington, Maurice Ravel, Josef Hofmann, Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler and many more... May be also
Szymanowski. Most of the Morton, Joplin, Gershwin works are interpretations of their music.

       Other points of interest with Reproducing Players:

-The reproducing organs existed since 1860's but they were not as complicated as pianos, even though they had
118 keys. In contrast to Freiburg system, the american organ registration machine (now in the Swiss museum in
Seewen and may be in Indiana) worked with an indirect electrical-pneumatic LEVER system. In both organ
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recording systems metal disks have been used instead of rubber disks, there was no need to register the touch,
aka dynamics. Welte made so called reproducing Welte Organs in early 1890's but they were not reproducing,
possibly had some accents of the notes. Organs are too big for expression, not to mention numerous pedals.
Welte rolls played welte pipe organ mechanism. Holes in a roll actuate a leaf switch inside a chest under
vacuum. The electrical circuit activates a switch stack then activates an electrical relay that opens a valve and
allows the pipe above the valve to speak. It could also be done by vacuum or pressure.

-What do they mean by saying that the Welte-Mignon T-100 reproduction system is not able to reproduce a
given time-dependant function of a key position or do they mean it's not exact ? Then again, no other piano is
capable of that. Do they mean the final velocity of the strikes of the hammers on the strings once they are
released at the letoff point ?

-Based on the historical piano dynamics recording system by Binet & Courtier, an equivalent system to the later
"seismographic" Welte-Mignon-Licensee system was state of the art alredy in 1896. (If so, well then, where are
all those recordings from the late 19th century, are they mistaken with pianola rolls ? All that treasure of music
should be released on a CD) Note that the licensee system developed in USA in the 1920 and the T-100
developed in 1901-04 in Freiburg are different. They were edited. Only adding pedals in some parts of the song,
is not taking its originality, as long as the artist agreed. Piano rolls made from notes, directly, for Pianola are
also good interpretations of an artist, but the soul of an artist is not in there, except if the artist fully agreed with
the version.

       More of my other descriptions of the Welte-Mignon Recording System, 

How it Worked ? Some portions by: Ben Hall, originally used with permission of Richard Simonton Jr.

       "The recording unit, connected to a Feurich grand paino                 

(or Steinway grand), contained a roll of specially-aged, thin-paper, marked off into 100 parallel lines. All of
they leys were connected by wires to the recording machine which was usually few feet away from the
reproducing piano. This machine had within it the conventional rolls of paper which were entirely blank and
without perforations but were ruled their entire length with over 100 fine line (T-100 Welte-Mignon system),
each corresponding to the center line of its control mechanism. Poised over each line was a little wheel of
extremely soft rubber, with pointed edges. Each wheel was in contact with an ink supply and in this much of the
process resembled a small offset printing press. Under the keyboard was a slim rod of carbon. As they key was
depressed, the rod dipped into the mercury and an electrical contact was established between it and an
electromagnet connected to the corresponding inked roller in the recording machine. The harder the artist hit the
key on the piano, the deeper the carbon rod would plunge into the mercury and the stronger the current between
the rod and the electromagnet would be. The harder the inked rubber wheel was pressed against the moving
paper roll, the wider the mark it printed on the paper. (The system also had to be made in such a way as not to
allow overheating of the rods and mercury, to avoid incorrect misreading of the notes and overheating, creating
broken system) The pianist's pedaling and speed of attach was captured in the same way, on a separate side of
the roll. Later, everything was combined into the final reproducing master roll, from which copies were created
for mass production and mass consumption. But how accurate the master roll was compared to the distribution
copy roll is a subject to speculations. Also, how accurate was the copy of the master roll compared to the master
roll is also a subject to speculations. Most experts agree it was just as good. (even though original was much
bigger in size)

        Additional info on the 3 major reproducing roll companies:
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WELTE MIGNON - From its introduction in 1904 until 1934, it always recorded the dynamics level of each
note as the artist played it thus recorded it. It captured the full range of expression, finest shadings of the great
keyboardists. From that point on, especially in Europe the pianist had no editorial say (I seriously doubt Welte
licensee in the states followed that example) and no editing of the basic recording data was allowed even by the
Welte engineers. The only exception, as mentioned - wrong notes were corrected (if found).

AMPICO - Up until 1927, Ampico A rolls dynamics were not recorded by the Ampico recording device but
were added (editing, not good) later from pencil notes made on the sheet music during the recording session by
the Ampico recording director, (therefore, this is not reproducing music) usually Edgar Fairchild and not always
with suggestions from the pianist afterward. Beginning in October 1929, just before the big market crash,
Ampico introduced the totally redisigned Ampico B recording system and compatible B rolls. The new system
included recording of the dynamic level of each note as it was played by an artist. Because of great depression
only few recordings were made. It functions by regulating the suction level used to operate keys, thus varying
the force, tempo and intensity of the notes it plays. So it seems this was also both a pneumatic-electrical
mechanism ? (electrically-pumped instrument) The Ampico-B systems are only able to determine medium
values by the TWO-POINT (travel-time of the string hammers) method. MEDIUM VALUES take no account of
acceleration or slowing down effects which a pianist may perform within the two-point measuring zone (in
musical terms, understand it). In technical terms: The Ampico-B systems are only able to determine medium
values by the TWO-POINT (travel-time of the string hammers) method. MEDIUM VALUES take no account of
acceleration or slowing down effects which a pianist may perform within the two-point measuring zone (in
musical terms, if you understand).

       DUO-ART (Aeolian company) - Dynamics were never recorded as the artist

played but were added by brilliant Duo-Art pianist/engeneers: Reginald Reynolds in London, Frank Milne, W.
Creaty Woods in the states. Also, as with Ampico, editing suggestions of the recording pianist were not always
incorporated in the roll coding.

       The Aeolian company introduced the Duo-Art reproducing piano:

In 1905 Ludwig Hupfeld in Leipzig built the Dea reproducing piano. It 'reproduces' the original artist's musical
interpretation. 'Reproducing' here means that the shading, expression, tempo changes used by the recording
artist were captured and played through rows of punch holes located in the margins of the piano roll.

        Here's how Duo-Art rolls were made:

Electrical contacts in the action permitted an accurate recording of the pitch, duration and placing of the notes
as the artist played. His touch, dynamic range, WERE TAKEN DOWN separately (separately WHERE?) and
during editing incorporated into the roll. After editing, the rolls were supposedly approved by the recording
artist and published.

       Other reproducing roll copanies (less known):

Art-Echo, Artrio-Angelus, Duca, Empeco, Pleyela, Apollo, (by Melville Clark, whose players and early QRS
Co became a dominant factor in the New Century), Recordo, Triphonola, Virtuola. QRS had the so called
roboto system which is not to be confused with Vorsetzer, same as Mastertouch firm, shading and dynamics was
cought by the rolls but not on the full scale and the rolls were edited thus their rolls were, are not the original
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interpretations of the artists. The technology in '32 was still about the same as in '04. Copy Perforators were still
used to cut rolls and masters. The perforators at QRS were built around 1914 and are still being used today. A
master roll was made and production masters were cut from it. These production masters were used to make the
piano rolls that could be played on pianos. That did not change until the 1970s (1980s) when they started to read
all of the master rolls onto floppy discs (at least at QRS).

Looking for: -Wayne Stahnke, Denis Hall, Dick Howe, Charlie Davis. -Looking for rolls by: Duke Ellington,
Edvard Grieg, Godowsky. Books: "The nature of the pianos sound and its relationship to the touch" Leipzig,
1911, p.238 on dynamic recordings of early (Aeolian) pianos?). -Welte-Mignon, It's Music and Musicians 1994,
Books on Reproducing Pianos. -ORIGINAL TRANSFER CD RECORDINGS FROM 1887 - 1920'S BY
ORIGINAL MASTERS, ANY MUSICAL STYLE. -I AM LOOKING FOR RECORDINGS MADE FROM
ORIGINAL REPRODUCING PIANOS FROM 1896-1911. -Rolls from 1896-1904, made on the historical
piano dynamics recording system by Binet & Courtier; Wilcox & White. Any earliest pianola and organ rolls,
cd's.

                       PART II
                     -----------

I did not want to mix advertisements with my research, but the following historical articles have appeared in
newspapers across America: Signs like -, or * means it has my comments, or in parenthesis.

       February 1899, The Latest and Best Entertainers:
         (First article to mention Pianola in a daily newspaper)

The Grafton tourist party in Mexico took with them a Pianola from Lyon & Healy's. The Pianola plays any
piano and anyone can play it. One piece of music is no more difficult to the Pianola that another. It plays with
the utmost expression. If you owned a Pianola, you could yourself play all the great pieces of piano music.

        January 1919: Ad for Knabe Ampico reproducing Piano:
               "The wisest investment for your home"

The Ampico reproducing piano is the only instrument (yea right) that fully and exactly reproduces the playing
of the greatest artists, just as they play on the concert stage. This exclusive perfection has been publicly
demostrated by many comparison recitals. The Ampico is completely installed within grand piano, without in
any degree varying case design. There are no unsightly attachments or cumbersome boxes. To hear the Ampico
is to recognize its supermacy. Come and hear the wonderful singing tone of the Knabe, you will then understand
why the following great artists are using and endorsing the Knabe as the "world's best piano." Concerts daily,
you are invited. -The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.; Players:

       Leopold Godowsky, Yvette Guilbert, Kathryn Goodson, Emma Calve,

Kathryn Goodson, Germaine Schnitzer, Mary Garden, Leo Ornstein, Alma Gluck, Marguerite Volavy, Victor
Willgenstein and others...

       March 1921: Ad for Duo-Art Reproducing Piano
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Harold Bauer - Special autographed selections by this eminent artist will be played on the Duo-Art Reproducing
Piano. Come to hear this interesting program at Lyon & Healy Hall. Admission without charge.

       - As we can observe, advertisers will embelish their products and

make is sound as perfect as possible. I am sure Knabe was a good piano, but that does not mean those
recordings were exact reproduction of the artists.

                       Paderewski and the Pianola

Paderewski was not the best piano player at the beginning of the new century, possible he was for a brief time at
the end of the 19th century, but he certainly was the most famous one. (But today, nobody remembers this fine
Polish statesman; talk about the Paderewski paradox...) On February 10th 1900, the newspapers reported:

       Paderewski's Music

If you want to play like Paderewski, in the same manner and/or style, you can do so without any practice by
purchasing a Pianola. (nice catch) A Pianola plays any piano. (but they did not say for how many keys, I assume
65?)

       On April 22, newspapers reported:

Private car "Riva," en route to San Francisco, 3/24/1900 - The Aeolian Company, N.Y. Gentlemen: As as
admirerer of the Aeolian (trademark for Pianola name), Paderewski was quoted: (and it's obvious he was paid to
say this, I wonder how many of those rolls did he hear or approve of?) "The wonderful merits of which I have
attested to in a former letter to you, I have now much pleasure in adding my tribute to your latest invention, the
"Pianola," which I consider still more ingenious. It is astonishing to see this little device at work executing the
masterpieces of pianoforte literature with dexterity (what?), clearness and velocity which no player, however
great, can approach. (that's BS) Every one who wishes to hear absolutely faultless (no such thing), free of any
kind of nervousness, piano playing should buy your "Pianola." It is perfection (they already said faultless).
Wishing you well deserved success, my friends, I am, yours very truly, I.F. Paderewski." Then it said: "Pianolas
are exhinited daily, you are cordially invited to hear them." Newspaper add ended with invitation to come, listen
& of course buy.

       The best reproducing rolls come in the following order:

Welte-Mignon (Freiburg 80 keys), Ampico B, Duo Art.

       I hope the above work helped explain few mysteries 

behind Player-Pianos, Reproducing Pianos, Piano Rolls, etc... If I made some mistakes or forgot something, be
glad you know something on the subject.

       THE ROLLS AND ITS MAGIC MUSIC LIVES ON !!! LET EM ROLL !!!
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        This exhaustive research & effort 
        Copyrighted: 2003 - 2010 by L.J.L. !!!
        All Rights Reserved, except for school presentations.

See Also:
Rocky Marciano Story (https://web.archive.org/web/20150715152142/http://mywikibiz.com/User:Books
/Sweet_Science_II) George Superman Reeves Story (https://web.archive.org/web/20150715152142/http:
//mywikibiz.com/User:Books/Superman)
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